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building the ship delivering the ship deploying the ship berthing the ship
shipbuilding is an important and strategic industry for 
many countries around the world, including singapore. It is 
not merely the commercial construction of vessels but an 
amalgamation of maritime expertise involving shipyards, 
marine equipment manufacturers and many other parties.

designed and built according to specifications, the vessel 
has to be certified and insured before delivery.

the vessel is deployed in accordance to her design 
and wishes of her owners, and in compliance with 
applicable laws.

at the port, facilities are available for the handling of 
cargoes and the collection of supplies. docks are available 
for the maintenance and repairs that need to be carried out.
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For many, the mention of the ”maritime Industry” immediately conjures 

up the image of ”ships”. this image alone cannot adequately represent 

the far greater expanse of the industry. this is a sector of the economy 

that also encompasses a comprehensive network of port and 

terminal operations, ship owning, ship management, ship brokering 

and chartering, marine insurance, maritime law and arbitration, ship 

finance, sales and marketing, offshore and marine engineering, and 

much more.

shipping activities have spurred the development of modern 

transportation systems worldwide and stimulated economic 

globalisation. the maritime industry has contributed to the stellar 

growth of asia – especially china and India – and benefiting our 

nation, at the cross-roads of international trade. singapore has built 

up a reputation for having a rich maritime heritage and now as an 

International maritime centre (Imc), opportunities abound. 

It is the call of the sea – be it for seafaring, shore-based maritime 

services or offshore and marine careers – that continually draws a 

special group of people to its fold. the �� personalities featured within 

these pages are examples of vibrant talents who dare to dream big 

and are now giving back to the industry that has made their dreams 

come true. they epitomise the diverse careers that are available within 

the vastness of the maritime trade. 

I would like to share with you the adage that ”words are mere bubbles 

of water; deeds are drops of gold”. everyone talks about making 

something of their lives, but only the pro-active ones will put words 

into action. 

the maritime industry is seeking out committed individuals who will 

heed the calling and carve out a rewarding career in this field. It is a 

call as much as a challenge; one where you can cause ripple effects 

for generations to come. 

In this light, I invite you to join us and make big waves in the 

“Sea of Opportunities, Shore of Possibilities”.

s. s. teo  

chairman, maritimeOne steering committee 
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TO build a new ShiP may take up to 5 years or more, 
from planning to launch. shipowners often wish that they 
had a crystal ball to forecast trade demand years down 
the road, so that they would have built the right sized 
vessels at the right time to meet demand in that route. 

 whilst many people forecasted that ships would 
not be full in �007 due to the many newly built mega 
container vessels coming onstream, shipping lines were 
pleasantly surprised to see strong trade growth globally, 
which even resulted in a shortage of cargo space on 
certain tradelanes. 

 katty teo, senior sales executive (corporate desk) at 
Pacific International lines (Pte) ltd, shares that they have 
been facing similar challenges since may, despite being 
in tune with their customers’ shipment cycles. 

 and how did she cope with her customers’ requests 
for cargo space during the crunch? ”It was really a 
concerted effort by all in the company to address the 
situation. we managed to add adhoc sailings to provide 
additional cargo space. we even re-routed cargo 
and realigned our vessel schedules to ensure quick 
connectivity of our customers’ cargo. But most of all, 
we kept our promise to deliver and that matters most to 
our customers.”

in 
the 

wAke 
of

maritime   �
KaTTy TeO

senIOR sales executIve 
(cORPORate desk)

 katty is also an avid wakeboarder. ”I liken my trials 
as a wakeboarder at sea with the challenges in my job. 
In wakeboarding, I have to be alert and adapt to the 
erratic sea conditions or sudden wind turbulence. Being 
able to think on your feet and resolve problems keeps 
you ahead of any competition,” katty stresses. 

 the marketing graduate from central Queensland 
university worked in an australian shipping company 
for two years before settling back in singapore. the 
reason why she has remained in her current job for six 
years is obvious. she succinctly puts it, ”the singapore 
maritime industry provides the right blend of flexibility 
and excitement.”

 excitement in her job comes from her meetings with 
clients. ”customers do have challenging requests. But 
it’s a huge sense of satisfaction when you not only meet 
their demands, you exceed their expectations. moreover 
I get to interact with culturally-diverse individuals with 
different temperaments and expectations, which makes 
my job even more interesting!” katty divulges.

 she treasures the memorable experience of handling 
the loading of a ��0-foot catamaran onto one of 
PIl’s container ships. It was the first time the company 
undertook such a project and her team had to consult 
experienced contractors, operations and port personnel 
to come up with a suitable proposal. katty recalls, ”we 
ended up using two gantry cranes to lift the catamaran 
up onto our vessel. It took more than a month’s study and 
preparation, but just �5 minutes to carry out the lifting.”

 sounds like a challenging industry? katty is quick to 
affirm. ”It certainly is. as a sales executive, I look for the 
big challenges in my career, just as a wakeboarder looks 
for the big wave out at sea. In both cases, anything can 
happen and you will come out stronger!”

Riding The Waves 

 katty is on a constant lookout for the 
big wave that will enable her to try out 
wakeboarding tricks. when it comes to tricky 
moves, katty prefers to execute them one step 
at a time, rather than rush haphazardly into flips 
and somersaults. For example, she took almost 
a month of conditioning before attempting the 
�60 (a spin where the rider does a �60 degree 
rotation while in the air). while she does not shy 
away from challenges, she always ensures that 
she feels comfortable and confident before 
attempting any fancy moves.

 wakeboarding has changed her entire 
outlook on her career and life. ”In shipping, 
I’ve learnt that change is the only constant. In 
the face of new challenges, I do not panic or 
rush headlong into them. Instead, with proper 
planning and preparation, I move forward 
fearlessly, knowing that I can successfully 
overcome them.”
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if yOu were STumPed by that 
spanish proverb, try asking kaleena 
kwan, an ex-spanish tutor and now 
full-time shipbroker with simpson, 
spence and Young. the vivacious 
fresh graduate from singapore 
management university’s lee kong 
chian school of Business will gladly 
translate the proverb for you. In 
english, the phrase simply means ”he 
who rises early gathers clear water”.

 If you are the first to arrive at 
the scene, you will stand the best 
chance for success. that explains 
why kaleena, fresh out of school, 
chose to join the maritime industry 
as a shipbroker. It has only been a 
couple of months since she settled 
into her work environment, but she is 
taking to it like a fish to water. 

 to think it all started when 
she heeded the sound advice 
of a friend’s father to consider 
the opportunities in the maritime 
industry. while he was not a 
shipbroker, he was able to pique 
kaleena’s interest and set her on a 
quest for more information about 
being a shipbroker. admittedly, at 
one time, she only had a vague idea 
of what a shipbroker does. today, 
however, she can rattle off her list of 
professional duties with ease. 

 ”shipbrokers discuss market 
trends and opportunities with ship 
owners, report on sales, value 
vessels, calculate freight earnings, 
advise on finance and try to find 
ships for specific employment 
opportunities. when a ship is sold, 
brokers usually negotiate on behalf 
of the buyer and seller on price and 
terms. Besides, they provide a route 
to resolving any disputes which 
might arise,” kaleena enthuses. 

 In other words, kaleena has to 
act as a specialist intermediary 
between ship owners and charterers 
who use ships to transport cargo, 
or between buyers and sellers of 
ships. to facilitate the intermediary 

process, she sets aside personal time 
to entertain and build relationships, 
way beyond the normal working 
hours of 9 to 6. However, kaleena is 
not complaining. she gladly takes 
these tasks in her stride and sees 
them as ways to spend quality time 
with her colleagues and clients alike.

  she is also a self-professed 
”daredevil who enjoys exploring 
new things in life”. unmistakably, 
this is one spunky girl who has 
never imagined taking on any job 
that renders life colourless and 
mundane. Instead, what she seeks 
is a real purpose in life and a vibrant 
career that will continue to keep her 
challenged. shipbroking has proven 
to be the answer that she has been 
searching for. 

 even the male-dominated 
working environment does not faze 
her one bit. while she discovered her 
male colleagues to be louder, more 
open and direct, kaleena has been 
able to ”fit in, just like one of the 
boys”.

 she continues to hold her 
own, even if it requires her to keep 
asking her seniors a lot of questions. 
Frustrating or otherwise, she 
rationalises that being inquisitive is 
the best way to learn. ”most things in 
life are not served to you on a silver 
platter. In order to get ahead, it is my 
own responsibility to find the answers 
to questions that puzzle me.”

 kaleena makes one last call to 
like-minded individuals who want a 
fulfilling career that offers a vibrant 
way of life. ”shipbroking is a rather 
exclusive sector where you find 
dynamism, challenges and good 
friendships. I’m learning, earning 
and enjoying myself!”

Spanish Lessons for Life!
kaleena shares the lessons she has learned on her job, 
in english and spanish.

Agua que no has de beber, déjala correr. 
Translation:
let waters you will not be drinking run freely.
Interpretation:
If you don’t need something, leave it for others to use. 
Office context: always spare a thought for your 
colleagues whom you work closely with. share 
information freely with one another, for the 
benefit of all.

Cuando el rio suena, agua lleva. 
Translation: when the river makes noise, (it is because) 
it carries water.
Interpretation: every rumour probably has some 
truth in it.
Office context:  sieve the fact from fiction. where 
market rumours are concerned, you have to follow up 
on the ones that are most likely to be truths.

Gato escaldo del agua fría huye.
Translation:
a scalded cat runs from cold water
Interpretation:
People often draw overly broad lessons from their 
experiences. 
Office context: learn from your past experiences but 
do not be overly careful or too afraid to meet more 
challenges in future.

“EL quE 
madRuga 
cOjE agua 
cLaRa!”
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A 
finer 

eye 
for 

detAil

frOm The wide aSSOrTmenT Of beadS befOre her, lay san picks out the 
ones that she feels would be most apt. delicately stringing them with wire and 
hooks, an intricate piece of necklace soon develops. Holding up her finished 
piece, lay san expresses, ”the mixture of beads complement one another 
nicely, like I knew they would.”

 today, as chief Risk Officer at Fsl trust management Pte ltd, lay san 
marvels that many things in her life have also fallen nicely into place, just 
like her beadwork. after graduating from university of Iowa with a major 
in Finance and a minor in communication studies, she headed back to 
singapore to establish her career in corporate banking. midway through her 
9-year long career in banking, she sharpened her global business acumen 
by securing an mBa-Global management degree at thunderbird, school 
of Global management in the u.s. soon after her return to the bank, lay 
san was assigned to oversee the credit management of the transportation/
logistics portfolio, which included many international shipping companies.  

 ”the global nature of the maritime industry appeals to me. the 
opportunity to have first-hand interaction with customers and business 
associates from all corners of the globe motivated my move to Fsl trust 
management,” lay san explains. 

 with Fsl trust management offering an alternative financing solution via 
long-term bareboat leasing services to the international shipping industry, 
lay san’s current scope of work is not that different from ship financiers 
and risk managers in the conventional banking market. However, the 
sense of fulfilment can be greater as lay san contributes to the growth of a 
developing non-tax driven ship-leasing sector.  

 apart from self-confidence, her advice to potential financiers and risk 
managers is to develop a flair for numbers. In her line of work, you need 
to analyse financial statements, generate cash flow projections and 
demonstrate excellent credit sense to assess the multitude of risks involved. 
technical aspects aside, the right candidate must also have effective 
communication skills to coax tight-lipped customers to be forthcoming with 
information. Other pre-requisites include being meticulous and possessing 
the drive to get the job done. 

 as chief Risk Officer, lay san makes numerous judgement calls on the 
feasibility of transactions. ”You must have an eye for detail while navigating 
through the complexity of transactions often involving hundreds of millions 
of dollars,” lay san emphasises. ”Your investigative mind pieces together the 
myriad of information that you have culled from various sources to form a 
clear picture of the customers’ and transactions’ risk profiles. come to think of 
it, it’s like stringing different types of beads together to create a necklace.”

 Holding up her masterpiece, lay san demonstrates how securely the 
beads have been strung together to form a complete sequence. with a view 
to establishing long-term relationships with her customers, her unique piece 
of necklace has likewise been made to last.

Key activities in Risk management  

]	 ”know Your customer” – this includes history, 
management team, growth strategy, asset 
deployment, capital expenditure plan, etc 

]	 assessment of financial statements and ratio analysis

]	 cash flow projections and scenario / stress analysis 

]	 Peer comparison and evaluation of customers’ 
competitive landscape 

]	 understanding industry development and impact of 
economic changes 

]	 Review of asset quality and asset fungibility 

]	 determination of acceptable residual values

]	 evaluation of transaction-specific factors, including 
political and country risks, ’key-man’ risks, etc  

Kwa lay San
vIce PRes Ident 

& cHIeF R Isk OFFIceR 
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senIOR saFetY manaGeR

yaP Chea Kim, an engineer specialising in naval architecture at sembcorp 
marine’s subsidiary Jurong shipyard, will not give up even when the best 
plans do not work out according to his expectations. Instead, he stays 
positive and tweaks his plans, believing that he would eventually overcome 
the odds. ”I always believe that things will work out at the end if you set your 
mind to it and work towards your goal,” he says

 this optimistic young man is certainly one that would not be detracted 
from his ambitions, even when the going is tough.   

 chea kim’s childhood dream has always been to be an engineer. 
spurred on by this, he graduated in �999 with a Bachelor’s degree in naval 
architecture and Offshore engineering from the national taiwan university. 
this was in the thick of the economic recession where there were limited job 
openings in the sector. 

 unfazed, he put his plan of entering the marine and offshore industry on 
hold to take up another career, never doubting that he would one day make 
his dream come true. His patience finally paid off when the industry made 
a strong comeback a few years later and chea kim secured a position with 
Jurong shipyard. 

 today, chea kim applies his expertise 
in naval architecture to calculate and 
determine the safe operating specifications 
and parameters for various projects, 
from shipbuilding to rig building. ”Beyond 
calculations, I have to work closely with 
the production team to plan and map out 
processes to ensure that quality and safety of 
the operations are not compromised. I also 
meet up with my clients to discuss technical 
issues or handle their queries regarding 
procedures or calculations,” he says.

 every so often, chea kim will go onboard the 
vessels to survey their conditions before giving 
his approval for major operations or to verify the 
accuracy of his calculations. 

 always seeking new challenges, he is 
looking forward to test, document and 
review the performance of one of his most 
interesting projects – an ultra-deepwater 
semi-submersible rig for oil drilling – in the 
open sea. all these different aspects of the 
job keep him enthusiastic and passionate, 
and he is delighted to be continually learning 
and improving.

 with his plans coming together, chea kim 
looks all set for success in his chosen career. 

by hiS Own admiSSiOn, derrick chin 
has always been a vigilant planner. He 
always sets time aside to lay careful 
plans and anticipate any problems 
that are likely to affect the results. 
”every problem has a solution!” derrick 
readily asserts. ”I enjoy the challenge in 
coming up with the best way to resolve 
any problem, whether in my personal 
life or at work.”

 His can-do attitude is reflected in 
his work as a senior safety manager 
in Jurong shipyard, a subsidiary of 
sembcorp marine. derrick has been 
a loyal employee with the shipyard for 
the past �� years; the same company 
that granted him a scholarship for 
his diploma in shipbuilding and 
Offshore engineering at ngee ann 
Polytechnic and a Bachelor degree 
in naval architecture and Offshore 
engineering from strathclyde university 
in scotland, uk. 

 For derrick, the choice was 
clear. upon his return to singapore, 
he decided to work in the safety 
department. He says, ”when I was 
offered the position in the safety 
department, I was thrilled with the 
prospect of learning something 
new and applying my engineering 
knowledge from a safety perspective.” 

 derrick now leads a team of over 
�0 engineers. He starts each day with 
them discussing the challenges in their 
projects and to make contingency 
plans for possible problems ahead. 
”some have this misconception that our work as safety 
personnel involves only clamping down on at-risk operations 
on site,” he reveals. In fact, safety goes beyond enforcement 
to encompass safety promotion as well as risk assessment to 
proactively prevent potential hazards in the workplace.

 He acknowledges that it was challenging to foster a 
safety culture during the early years. However, through 
education and training, mindsets are changing. safety is 
now a core value not only in his company, but the entire 
maritime industry today. 

 with the increasing emphasis on workplace safety, 
derrick is pleased to see greater vigilance being adopted.  
at the heart of it all, it is the people that matter. ”Our main 
goal is to see everyone returning home safe from work to 
their families and loved ones,” he says.

engineered 
FOR saFetY
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”i AlwAyS believe thAt 
thingS will work out At 
the end if you Set your 

Mind to it And work 
towArdS your goAl.”

”every 
probleM 
hAS A 
Solution!”
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enGIneeR, 
enGIneeRInG – PROJect

ivan lim
PROJect manaGeR, 
OPeRatIOns
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proJeCted 

success

when ivan lim saw the television 
star christopher lee in the 
highly-rated local television series 
’the Peak’, he could not help 
but laugh out loud. what Ivan 
found amusing was how simplistic 
christopher lee had made his job 
out to be. 

 some scenes of ’the Peak’ 
were shot at keppel shipyard, where 
Ivan has been working as a Project 
manager for the past �0 years. In fact, 
one of the vessels under his charge 
even made a special appearance as 
a prop in the backdrop. 

 the actor had coordinated the task 
of lifting heavy cargo by shouting a few 
simple commands into his walkie-talkie 
and gesticulating wildly.  In real life, a 
project manager would have to make 
careful calculations and conduct hazard 
analysis before carrying out the task of 
lifting heavy cargo.

 Ivan holds a diploma in marine 
engineering from singapore Polytechnic 
and a masters in engineering degree in 
marine engineering from the university of 
newcastle upon tyne in u.k. He completed 
both courses under the scholarship 
programmes offered by keppel shipyard and 
keppel corporation. He is quick to add that 
education and experience must go  
hand-in-hand. 

 as a Project manager in the shipyard, his 
education had prepared him on the technical 
aspects of managing resources to ensure 
that projects are completed on time and 
within budget. through on-the-job experience, 
he has learnt skills like interpreting drawings 
and contractual obligations, but most of all, 
managing a project through his team. 

 ask Ivan and he will share his nugget of 
wisdom for those just starting out in a similar 
career. In fact, he has coined ’a.s.k.’ – attitude, skill 
and knowledge. He explains, ”First and foremost, 
one must have the right attitude, and ask when 
in doubt, the skills and knowledge will follow. that 
is my personal mantra, which I also share with 
my colleagues”.

 Ivan gets a thrill every time his project is 
completed and he can deliver the ship to his client. 
His heart fills with pride during the naming ceremony 
of each vessel as he takes mental strolls through every 
deck, passage way and bilge of the entire ship. the 
indescribable sense of satisfaction stays with him a long 
time, spurring him to greater heights with his next project. 

new aCquainTanCeS are in fOr a SurPriSe when they ask 
Frances teh, the mechanical engineering graduate from 
national university of singapore, what she does for a living, 
with a bright smile, she tells them, ”I build oil rigs.”

 that simple answer sums up the gist of Frances’ job, 
but it carries deeper overtones. Firstly, the inference is that 
singapore, the smallest country of southeast asia, does 
have the appropriate facilities and expertise to produce 
oil rigs. some people are taken aback by that realisation. 
many others are more surprised to learn that the young 
and petite lady is an accomplished and well-respected 
leader at work. 

 In her capacity as Project engineer, Frances has 
to be firm and decisive to lead a team of professional 
engineers from diverse disciplines. Overseeing the 
team can be an intimidating task, considering 
that some of her counterparts possess many more 
years of experience.

 In spite of this, Frances considers it a great 
challenge and opportunity to learn from her team 
members. she says, ”People bring their own expertise 
to the meeting room, and it is a bonus to pick their 
brains while working as a team.” 

 as the Project engineer, it is also Frances’ task 
to motivate her colleagues to be result-oriented. 
Once everybody shares the same outlook, it is 
easier to race ahead towards a common goal. 
Frances explains, ”though we officially start work 
at 7.�0am and get off work at �.�0pm, our team 
has always stayed back later if necessary to 
complete our tasks. that’s the kind of team spirit 
and commitment that we have!” 

 It is evident that Frances enjoys the 
camaraderie with her colleagues. that 
also explains how she works closely with 
her team to ensure smooth engineering 
progress. together, they make it a point to 
provide sufficient and accurate information 
in the engineering drawings issued for 
construction. this way, they can iron out any 
kinks ahead of the construction schedule, 
while adhering to the rules and regulations 
of the maritime industry.

 Frances notes that the team spirit 
becomes more intense when it is close to 
delivery time. with pride in her voice she 
shares ”when the big day finally arrives 
to deliver the oil rigs to the clients, you 
see the smiles of satisfaction all around, 
and you know that the teamwork and 
hard work have paid off many fold!”



NetworkONE
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wHat 
dRIves 
James?
wheTher iT iS aT wOrK Or Play, James pursues his goals with 
unwavering determination. In the office, he is driven by his own 
motivation to perform his best as a top-notch marine surveyor. Off 
work, it is his car of choice, the sparkling graphite Bmw that he 
drives, through hours of high-performance road trips. 

 whether it is his career or car, James plans to keep it right on 
track, towards his destination and goal. as a marine surveyor, he 
knows the open seas may be rough and tough, but he knows he will 
always be tougher. even when the ride gets bumpy and the road 
seems uphill, James sees the challenges as a matter of chalking 
up experience.

 ”this morning, I received a call to inspect a ship,” James 
recounts matter-of-factly. ”I headed down to the shipyard and saw 
this ship with an enormous gash on the bow! How much damage 
had been done to the bottom of the ship, nobody knows as yet.” 
It will take a month or so for James to assess the mangled steel, 
gather photographic evidence, recommend the proper restoration 
works, verify that repairs are effected in accordance with quality 
standards before getting the ship back to top form again. 

 when tasked to draw a comparison between his car and the 
ships he assesses, James muses, ”Both require a yearly inspection! 
after the first three years, you send your car to the land transport 
authority for an annual inspection. likewise, ships are sent to us for 
their annual surveys, right from year one. as marine surveyors, we 
ensure the ships are safe to continue its operations by complying 
with various rules, regulations, standards and specifications.”

 Just as James chalks up the miles in his car, his career is fast 
clocking up the milestones. after all, James proclaims, ”every man 
needs a good drive, from his car and for his career!”

Past 
James became a marine surveyor in �00� 
after attaining an advanced diploma 
in marine engineering (earned under a 
nOl sponsorship programme) and marine 
engineer class � certificate of competency 
– motor (from mPa), and having chalked up 
substantial experience as a seagoing chief 
engineer onboard aframax tankers. 

Present
James is currently a senior marine surveyor 
with lloyd’s Register asia. He inspects, 
assesses, monitors and reports on the 
condition of ships in accordance with 
international classification and statutory 
rules and regulations. moreover, he has 
to liaise with manufacturers of new or 
reconditioned equipment intended for 
new or existing vessels and ensure that they 
comply with set standards. 

Future
He sees himself mentoring and training 
new surveyors so that they will be 
confident in discharging their responsibilities 
independently. somewhere down the 
road, he hopes to be promoted as a 
manager and take on more responsibilities 
and challenges.

James On his Turning Points

JameS yeaP
senIOR suRveYOR

��   maritime
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“why did yOu ChOOSe to join the maritime industry?” 
that’s one question that captain Jolyn tay gets all the 
time. considering her petite frame, Jolyn doesn’t readily 
fit the image of a commanding ship captain. Yet, therein 
lies the misconception that you need to be a macho 
man to be a captain. well, you can be a woman, to 
begin with.

 ”People expect to see someone bulky, brusque 
and bronzed. In my position as a controller (marine 
safety), they hear my strong and confident voice on 
the telephone and they think I am a million times larger 
than life. then they see me in person and have to do a 
double-take!” Jolyn laughs out loud before she quips, ”to 
be the Head of the marine safety section in the maritime 
& Port authority of singapore, you don’t have to look like 
Incredible Hulk… or even wonder woman!”

 as a marine environmental & safety department 
controller with the maritime and Port authority of 
singapore, she has accumulated an immense wealth of 
experience and knowledge. no wonder she emphasises 
to prospective job hunters the importance of equipping 
themselves with education and expertise in the 
management of ships. after all, in our modern context, 
ships are even more highly equipped, thanks to the 
advancement of technology. 

 as the only girl (and middle child) in a family of four 
boys, Jolyn has always set her sights on a challenging job 
on the high seas. so, while studying for her diploma in 
nautical studies at the singapore maritime academy in 
singapore Polytechnic, she started sailing as a cadet to 
clock her sea time. subsequently, she upgraded herself 
with an advanced diploma in maritime transportation, 
moving closer to her seafaring aspirations. thereafter, 
she conscientiously clocked five years of sea time to 
qualify as a captain. 

 ”Initially, it wasn’t easy being the only female in a 
male dominated environment. my fear stemmed from 
the need to get along with culturally diverse individuals 
from different nationalities; most who were much older 
than me. nevertheless, once I had learned to adapt to 
the environment, I could better manage my emotions, 
my job and my life.”

 through open communication, she finally figured 
out what makes her peers tick and was able to break 
all invisible barriers. the end result was that everyone 
worked hard, but also played hard on board the ship 
that came equipped with a mini swimming pool, gym 
and recreation room.

 till this day, Jolyn has nothing but encouragement 
for girls who want to pave a similar career path in the 
maritime industry. ”this is a long voyage to embark upon 
and you just don’t give up easily. You should give yourself 
more than three years to shine. Besides, the first few years 
on the job would be spent on training anyway.” 

 who needs superheroes of unparalleled brute 
strength dedicated to acts of derring-do in the name of 
public interest, when we can have responsible, ready 
and resilient captains who ensure the safety of our port 
and marine environment? will you heed the call for more 
real-life heroes like Jolyn?

Time & Travel

Clocking The Sea Time

to qualify as a captain, you need to clock up �6 
months of pure sea time, excluding the mandatory 
holiday breaks. Jolyn has logged a total of five years of 
prescribed sea time, upgrading herself with certificates 
of competency �, � and � before being promoted as 
a captain. the lengthy process includes courses and 
exams that focus on the technical aspects as well as 
real-life experiences.

expect The unexpected

On board the ship, you have to be psychologically 
prepared that your working hours might extend to a 
��-hour emergency standby. 

The long breaks

In sailing, for every � to 6-month contract out at sea, 
you will get a three-month break in between. Jolyn 
has taken the time away from sea to travel overseas to 
unwind on beaches around the region. 

  wOman
IN
A

’S
WoRLD

JOlyn Tay
maRIne admInIstRatOR –
cOntROlleR, maRIne saFetY
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“i Play TO win!” proclaims wendy ng. there is a flinty edge of 
conviction in her voice that makes you sit up and listen when 
she speaks.

 the claims director at charles taylor mutual management 
(asia) is aware that she may come across as rather formal 
and results-driven at work and at play. while she admits to 
adopting a more serious persona in the office, she is actually 
quite at ease hanging out with her colleagues and peers 
outside work. when the occasion calls for it, she doesn’t 
mind letting her hair down, all in the name of team bonding.

 One classic example would be her direct involvement 
in the annual Bench and Bar Games organised by the 
singapore and malaysian law societies – a three-day 
event that fosters relationships between lawyers in the 
two jurisdictions. the sports include golf, football and 
swimming amongst others, and the active sportswoman 
always makes time to get her kicks (pun intended) on the 
football pitch.

 ”I think of myself as a team player – whether working 
with colleagues or with team members on the football 
pitch. the important thing is to get the right result for 
the team.”

 wendy’s passion to succeed on the football pitch is 
equally evident at work, accentuated by the way she 
manages the chain of challenges that come her way 
in the course of her work.

 In her capacity as claims director, wendy 
allocates a large part of her time to working with her 
team to ensure that the shipowner members are well 
served. emergency calls and tricky situations are a 

Wendy’s goals:

�. I am my own benchmark, my own competition.

�. strategise a game plan and give it my best shot. 
However, be prepared to move the goal post 
from time to time.

�. determination, like stamina, is the foundation 
of success.

�. to live a balanced life, take time out to kick back 
and have fun.

5. to play footy at wembley!

common occurrence. the second that she is called up over a 
major shipping incident, she has to prep herself up to get the 
best possible outcome. these matters are often time-sensitive 
as any delay could have a serious impact on the ship owner.

 ”there’s this element of surprise, where you get 
challenged all the time,” wendy quips, ”there’s no way 
you can come into the office and expect the job to 
be on autopilot! You never know when and where a 
shipping incident may occur. You may need to be in 
one country one day and in another the next, and 
dealing with completely different situations, people 
and circumstances.”

 ”they all have one thing in common, though,” says 
wendy, ”you get the best results by working with people 
– ship masters, your experts, the local authorities or 
whoever. In that sense, it’s a bit like playing football. You 
have to help each other.”

 with such unexpected twists and turns in her job, 
wendy has never regretted choosing shipping as her 
module of choice during the final year of her law 
degree course at national university of singapore. 
moreover, as fate would have it, she did her pupilage 
in a law firm where she was involved in a complex 
shipping case. to wendy, that was a sign that the 
maritime industry was her calling. though the details 
of the case have become fuzzy over time, she fondly 
remembers the adrenaline rush and the sense of 
satisfaction that left her hungry for more.

 In retrospect, wendy explains, ”I’ve always 
considered shipping to be interesting and important. 
while hardly anyone thinks of it as glamorous, 
you cannot deny that the world’s economy 
revolves around shipping. this industry will stay 
relevant to singapore no matter what. It’s also 
an industry where I know I will definitely score my 
career goals.”

 seeing how wendy consistently scores her 
goals both on the football pitch and in her 
career path, you can bet she is counting them, 
one by one.

wendy ng
claIms dIRectOR
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line lund ClauSen, chartering manager at J. lauritzen singapore Pte. 
ltd. laughingly recalls a memorable incident that occurred some years 
back. amidst the holidaymakers who were sun tanning on the beach in the 
caribbean Islands, sipping their pina coladas and chilling out to the ocean 
sounds, line was on duty, looked decidedly out of place togged up in her 
boiler suit, heavy helmet and bulky boots. 

 ”I guessed people must have been wondering what I was doing there, 
dressed in such a peculiar manner. I was tempted to point to the waters 
across the horizon and proudly proclaim, ‘Hey! that’s my ship waiting at the 
port! I’m here on duty to oversee its operations!’” quips line.

 till this day, line still keeps that boiler suit in her wardrobe, although she 
has moved on from operations to chartering. the self-professed go-getter has 
never been afraid to take on new job titles or responsibilities. she credits her 
guts to her years spent growing up in denmark, which has transformed her 
into a fighter who continually overcomes challenges.

 ”Back home, I considered the option of studying law, but eventually 
decided that it’d only be restricted to the geographical boundaries of 
denmark,” line shares. ”so, I began searching for a career option that 
would give me more international exposure. I found my answer in the 
maritime industry.”

 that developed into a personal goal that she set her mind to accomplish. 
after obtaining her specialised Bachelor’s degree from the Institute of 
chartered shipbrokers in the uk, she was selected to join J. lauritzen as a 
shipping trainee. For the next two years, she would clock regular hours at 
work, and continue with paperwork and assignments in the evenings. all 
these experiences proved to be good training for line as she was next posted 
to connecticut, u.s. to kick-start J. lauritzen’s Operations department. three 
years into that position, line requested for an overseas posting in the area 
of chartering – a sector of the shipping industry she had always been keen 
to explore.

One 
caReeR, 
manY 
cOuntRIes

line lund ClauSen
cHaRteRInG manaGeR mIcs
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 today, based in singapore as a chartering manager, her daily chartering 
responsibilities are to fix cargoes and ships within the Far east including 
Hong kong, taiwan, korea and Japan, and the u.s. west coast, west coast 
canada, central and south america.

 till this day, line remembers her early days in the Operations department 
when she had to liaise directly with ships and their cargo operations. 
consequently, a great deal of her time was spent working with ships and 
clients on various contracts on affreightment and spot cargoes.

 asked her how much time she spends on trading and networking, she 
states that she spends only 5 per cent of her time in actual trading. she 
further reveals, ”the other 95 per cent of my time is spent updating myself 
with worldwide freight rates, collecting information by talking to people, 
finding out what the competitors are doing and discussing expectations of 
the market with my colleagues.”

 Having travelled from the west to the east, it is inevitable that line 
sometimes misses denmark. However, she reasons that ”the adventure of 
immersing myself in diverse cultures in different countries and the challenge 
to create milestones in my personal career far outweigh any sacrifices that I 
have to make!”

What’s in Her Bag?  

Keys + keyring: I bought this keyring on a 
business trip to sydney in February �007. I fly 
regularly to sydney and melbourne to liaise 
with my customers and brokers there.

business card holder: I bought this business 
card holder in kuala lumpur, malaysia. It does 
a good job of keeping my business cards nice 
and clean. 

wallet: my hubby gave me this wallet for 
my birthday in �006. I carry it around with 
me almost everywhere I go and a must on 
my overseas trips - as it is a special gift from 
someone whom I care about a lot.  

iPod: I received this iPod on my last day of 
work at the new York office. this gift from my 
colleagues is a precious reminder of my stint in 
’the Big apple’.

Sunglasses: I bought this pair of sunglasses 
in Panama. I was there to analyse agents’ 
prices and performances for a customer who 
wanted the best deal for their large fleet of 
ships passing through the Panama canal.

Pen: It’s nice to have something from home 
when you are abroad. I treasure this gift 
from my dad as it constantly reminds me of 
his presence in my life, even though he is far 
away in denmark. 

blackberry: the maritime industry is buzzing 
with activities, ��/7, �65 days a year. I need my 
Blackberry to attend to work issues, whether 
at �.00am in the morning or on christmas 
eve. this wireless handheld device which 
offers easy internet connectivity is the perfect 
solution for me.

make-up: working in a male-dominant 
industry doesn’t mean I must lose my feminine 
touch. my make-up, a must in my bag, is my 
survival kit. when I look good, I feel good!  

J. lauritzen memory stick: this handy memory 
stick is a fantastic tool that stores all the data 
I need. On it, I keep my contractual clauses 
and other important information that I might 
need during negotiations. whether I’m at 
work, at home or anywhere else, I can easily 
access the data.
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maritime: First off, why did you become a maritime lawyer? 

m: tell us more about being a maritime lawyer.

m: share with us the challenges at work. 

m: does your character help you in your job?

m: are you different at and off work?

m: How do you de-stress from the pressures of work?

m: what advice do you have for would-be maritime lawyers?

Kenny ChOO
leGal assOcIate

gan Sue ann
leGal assOcIate
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Sue ann: It all began with a childhood aspiration to practice law. after 

graduating with a Bachelor’s degree in law from leicester university 

in england, I proceeded to attain a master’s degree at the university 

college london (ucl). Before I elected subjects for the master’s degree, 

I attended the cadwallader annual memorial lecture and ended up 

choosing shipping law subjects. Personally, I find maritime law to be all-

encompassing as it involves other areas of law. For example, within the 

sphere of maritime law, you might find yourself dealing with contractual 

or personal injury claims.  

Sa: as a young maritime lawyer, I face a steep learning curve. 

I believe that you can only become more efficient through 

experience. at all times, I need to be sharp and determined so 

as to deal with the stress that comes with the job. the interesting 

thing is that I face different legal cases everyday. Besides doing 

legal work, I help put together ”snapshots”, JtJB’s in-house 

magazine. I also write for law publications and assist in seminars 

organised by my firm. 

Sa: much of my work revolves around shipping litigation. 

this involves dealing with wet shipping, including collision, 

or dry shipping, and that includes disputes related to cargo 

contamination, detention and charter party claims etc. On 

the non-contentious front, my practice areas also include ship 

finance, sale and purchase of newly built or second-hand ships, 

as well as matters relating to shipbuilding.

the maritime industry is fast-moving and clients want quick 

solutions to their problems. turnaround must always be prompt. 

By the way, girls can excel in this just like guys. there are now 

more females than ever in the shipping industry, but you don’t 

get preferential treatment just because you are a girl. Sa: I enjoy meeting people and experiencing different 

cultures. I would also say that I am a conscientious 

worker who always tries my best. I think these qualities 

are essential for a young maritime lawyer like myself to 

enable me to learn on the job at a quicker pace.Sa: I would like to think that I’m pretty much the 

same at work and off work. I like to be in control 

of situations. But yes, I would say that I am more 

relaxed on weekends.

Sa: I believe in finding a balance between 

work and life. after knocking off work, I usually 

hang out with family and friends over dinner 

or drinks. alternatively, I visit the gym, chill 

out to jazz music or just tune in to my all-

time favourite discovery travel and living 

channel. I also enjoy cooking occasionally.Sa: education has to be backed up by 

hard work. You need to possess that 

constant determination and believe in 

your cause. 

hE SAYS:
maritime: First off, why did you become a maritime lawyer?

m: tell us more about being a maritime lawyer.

m: share with us the challenges at work. 

m: does your character help you in your job?

m: are you different on and off work?

m: How do you de-stress from the pressures of work?

m: what advice do you have for would-be maritime lawyers?

Kenny: From the attachments I served whilst in university, I 

decided that working in the maritime industry would provide 

opportunities beyond being confined to a desk. I’m glad to 

say that my experiences have been interesting and unique. 

also, given the status of our port, I’ve always believed that 

the maritime industry would remain relevant and with that, 

maritime lawyers. 

K: as a maritime lawyer, you’re constantly exposed to the 

technical and trade aspects from all facets of the maritime 

industry and you learn a lot on the job. the challenge is to 

effectively harness what you have learned in law school, 

together with all the experience gained on the job, to 

pursue your clients’ best interests. that aside, the problems 

and issues that arise are very real and fast-paced and you 

must remain sharp enough to pick out subtle nuances and 

alternations in people’s positions. Often, you also get the 

opportunity to experience first-hand, boarding vessels, oil 

rigs etc for various purposes. 

K: as the maritime industry operates round the clock, 

incidents or events take place at any time and we 

have had to react quickly and effectively and often 

under tight time constraints. therefore, you have to 

be flexible and be prepared for anything. You also 

have to manage the pressure from your clients, your 

superiors and the court whilst seeking to advance 

your clients’ case in their best interests.  

K: I’m easygoing, which helps a great deal to 

alleviate the stress and pressures in my line of 

work. I’m sure that my colleagues will say that I 

chatter a fair bit at work, but the banter helps to 

relieve the tension. 

K: I believe that how you are as a person 

transcends to how you are in practice. as 

a person, I believe in playing fair. From the 

perspective of my practice, that trait is very 

crucial too. 

K: I try to switch my mind off entirely from 

work for at least a few hours every weekend 

to recharge. this is my ’quiet time’ where 

I just do my own thing, such as hitting the 

gym, sports, or just pumping up the hi-fi 

and enjoying the classical music of Brahms 

and mozart.

K: You must have a goal and enjoy what 

you are doing. additionally, do develop 

a good relationship with the experts 

that you deal with; be they surveyors, 

naval architects, marine engineers etc. 

not only is their input invaluable to 

the case at hand, you can learn from 

them and broaden your knowledge, 

which can only serve you well 

in the future. 

ShE SAYS:
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CaPTain ravi SOmaKumar, Operations 
manager at anglo-eastern ship 
management (singapore) Pte. ltd, has 
always fancied the idea of being a man 
on the go. He enthuses, ”I love being in 
the thick of action. that explains why I 
have worked on various ships including 
oil tankers, containers, bulk carriers 
and passenger vessels, rising from the 
ranks of a deck cadet Officer to a 
ship master!”

 the master of science (msc) 
in maritime studies graduate from 
nanyang technological university 
expresses a love for challenges and 
adventure. His wanderlust streak has 
taken him around the world, assuming 
different job responsibilities. at each 
position, he has picked up new 
knowledge and expertise that have 
worked to his advantage. 

 now, he understands the maritime 
industry better, seeing it as a chain of 
associated operations, each important 
in its own aspect, and significantly 
greater as a whole. capt. Ravi sees 
it as one diverse community ranging 
from the crane operators to the bunker 
traders, ship financiers and operations 
personnel. ”everyone plays a significant 
part and works together to make 
things happen!”

 after �0 years of sailing on anglo 
eastern’s gas carriers as a chief Officer 
and then as a ship master, he returned 
to shore and took up the post as an 
Internal auditor reporting to his Hong 
kong office in �00�. the following 
year, he joined the singapore office 
as an Operations manager. under 
his charge, he oversees the day-to-
day operations of a fleet of 55 ships, 
including gas carriers, oil tankers and 
chemical tankers. 

 He is also responsible for overseeing 
the safety measures and issues for 
the vessels. He reveals, ”Besides 
monitoring the voyage and ensuring 
that the charter party or freight contract 
obligations are being fulfilled, I also 
analyse security risks and implement 
measures to respond to and manage 
that risk.”

 sounds like a lot of challenges? well, 
Ravi does not mind it one bit. For the 
man of action, he reckons, ”the more 
the merrier. Bring it on!”

man
On tHe 
GO

eveRYOne PlaYs 
a sIGnIFIcant 
PaRt and wORks 
tOGetHeR tO make 
tHInGs HaPPen!

“

”
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The year waS 2003. It was with an uneasy mix of excitement, anxiety and 
anticipation that lay khoon decided to leave the publishing firm where 
she had been working for the past two years. what she was gearing herself 
up for was a new career path in the maritime industry, as a ship planner at 
evergreen shipping agency (singapore) Pte ltd. 

 looking back, she considers that the turning point in her life where she 
mustered the courage to leave her former job. ”I took the plunge and swam 
upstream to where I am today!” she says with a hearty laugh.

 �6� – is her office extension number. she considers that as the first sign 
that she had made the right decision. In cantonese, (the language that 
the Perak-born singaporean PR speaks fluently), the numbers ’Yat-luk-
Fatt’ auspiciously sounds like ’Path to Prosperity’. It has since become an 
anecdote that she enjoys telling clients and friends alike.

 when it comes to her job, lay khoon turns all serious. ask her about her 
official work duties, and she can rattle off in a single breath, ”I start the day 
coordinating closely with the ship masters, ship owners and my Head Office 
in taipei on vessel schedules. next, I undertake the planning of containerships 
for maximum slot utilisation and cost-effectiveness. Of course, I need to liaise 
with port authorities, coordinate with our partner shipping lines and attend 

to any cargo ’change of destination’ requests. then, I prepare and send 
dispatch reports to my head office and agents.” 

 Just when you think that the multi-tasker is done with her list, lay 
khoon quickly adds, ”I also take note of the vessels’ schedules and berth 
monitoring with the port terminal. last but not least, I ensure my Head Office’s 
Operations department and terminals are kept up-to-date regarding 
vessel performance.”

 there are days when she clocks in more than her regular work hours and 
has to be on a ��-hour standby. after knocking off at 5.�0pm, she can easily 
log on to her company’s virtual Private network (vPn) server from home to 
access her data files. that means that even at �.00am, she can easily resolve 
her ships’ urgent berthing issues from home. 

 lay khoon understands that it is all part and parcel of her job to provide 
impeccable service to her clients, so that they will continue to hold her 
company in high esteem. make no mistake, this is a company that deploys 
�,�00 vessels spanning more than 50 countries that underscores evergreen 
shipping agency’s commitment to meet the challenges of the maritime 
industry. For lay khoon, she figures that she is ready to progress alongside the 
company, charting one milestone at a time.

168
50

8,063
is hEr ExtENsiON 
NumbEr. iN CANtONEsE, 
thE lANguAgE shE 
sPEAks fluENtlY, thEsE 
NumbErs sOuND likE 
thE PrOPitiOus PhrAsE 
‘PAth tO PrOsPEritY’.

shE 
ENsurEs 

itALLAddSUP
Lee Lay Khoon considers herself lucky to have found the perfect job as a ship planner. She 
figures that anyone who wants to step into her shoes must be interested in the maritime 
industry, adopt a good learning attitude and be excellent at working out facts and figures. 

lee lay KhOOn
sHIP PlanneR

thE lArgEst 
vEssEls CArrY 

A tOtAl 
CAPACitY Of

tEu
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a champion of Sailability 

 elias finds time for more than tender projects 
and golf. He is also a volunteer with sailability. this 
nOl-endorsed sailing programme for the disabled 
was started in australia and us. singapore has since 
gone on record as one of the pioneer adoptees 
of sailability.

 He is passionate and supportive with what 
sailability accomplishes – to help the disabled 
live fuller and more independent lives through 
participation and excellence in sailing. He has 
witnessed how these sailors triumphed over 
adversity with their strength, guts and determination 
– the very qualities that he has demonstrated in 
work and life. 

 It is his wish to see more volunteers come forward 
to spend just a few hours helping the disabled, be it 
chauffeuring them from their homes or rigging their 
boats. with another disabled sailing centre soon to 
be set up in the north of singapore, more disabled 
people of all ages and backgrounds will have the 
opportunity to take up sailing. He remains confident 
that one day, our local community of disabled 
sailors will represent singapore to compete on the 
global stage.

fOr The uniniTiaTed, an ace or a 
hole-in-one in golf is when a player 
hits the ball directly from the tee 
into the cup with one shot. since it 
is relatively rare, it usually becomes 
the talk of town. likewise, when 
you ace your career, you build 
up a reputation for yourself and 
people know you by your legacy. 
this is what elias a. Yahya, Business 
development manager (terminals) 
at aPl strongly advocates.  

 while golf has been said to be 
the unofficial sport of the business 
world, elias declares that it can 
also be a social game to build up 
camaraderie with colleagues and 
friends. to elias, golf should appeal 
across the spectrum of society 
because anybody can enjoy a 
good tee. after all, golf has been 
that pivot that perfectly balances his 
life and work. 

 the golf enthusiast advises 
graduates, ”you have the 
opportunity to make meaningful 
contributions, given the many 
facets, vast scope and complexity 
of the shipping industry”.  

 elias is obviously speaking from 
experience. armed with a masters 
degree in estate management from 
the national university of singapore, 
which he obtained on scholarship, 
elias started his career as a 
management trainee with the nOl 
(neptune Orient lines ltd) Group. 

as part of his training, elias had the 
opportunity to work in singapore, 
India and the us, covering functions 
ranging from operations and 
customer service to documentation 
and It. 

 asked about his job, elias begins, 
”my team is involved in seeking 
out container terminal investment 
opportunities globally. terminals are 
crucial to the efficient operations 
of a shipping company, but 
opportunities are limited and highly 
sought after these days.”  

 elias is quick to share his recent 
case of a heavily contested tender 
in europe his company had won, 
which he considers to be the highest 
point of his career. His pride for 
the project prompts him to liken 
it to ”bidding for the rights to host 
the Olympics”.

 Indeed, the whole company was 
involved, from senior management 
right down to the people at the local 
office. In retrospect, elias remembers 
how they had to ”respond to the 
call, analyse trends, prepare 
proposals, engage and collaborate 
with consultants, seek approvals 
and complete the submission before 
the deadline”. 

  this project will stretch over the 
next couple of years, where land 
has to be reclaimed from the sea, 
the breakwaters built and the quay 
cranes constructed. But time will fly 
by and the terminal will be up and 
running, serving as a reflection of all 
the hard work elias has put in. 

aCeaT wOrK 
and in 
life

an
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eliaS a. yahya
manaGeR, Bus Iness develOPment 
( teRmInals)

”…YOu Have tHe OPPORtunItY 

tO make meanInGFul 
cOntRIButIOns, GIven tHe manY 

Facets, vast scOPe and cOmPlexItY 

OF tHe sHIPPInG IndustRY.”

Photos courtesy of sailability singapore & 
singapore disability sports council
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when lawrenCe JOined maerSK singapore’s southeast 
asia sales’ Business development department, he found 
out that transporting coffee beans from Point a to Point 
B isn’t as easy as it sounds. the whole procedure requires 
a team of dedicated people worldwide, working �� 
hours a day, seven days a week to ensure that the coffee 
beans are safely transported on time, every time. 

 the m.I.s.e. trainee has learned much more than just 
sussing out how coffee beans are delivered over oceans 
to our shores. after all, 90 per cent of the world’s trade 
is carried out by sea and he is working for the world’s 
biggest shipping company.

 lawrence usually starts his day in the office collating 
data, pulling out various tables, assessing trends and 
working out the possibilities of correlations. when 
he senses a good business opportunity, he will hold 
discussions with his colleagues before submitting his 
proposals. On receiving the green light, thorough plans 
are rolled out and his team goes all out to close the deal. 

 nothing seems to faze the avid horticulturist-
bodybuilder-mensa member-toastmaster. after all, 
lawrence subscribes to the wise adage that ”If it is to 
be, it is up to me”. He gladly takes on the responsibility 
of work and looks forward to job rotations in different 
departments as part of the m.I.s.e. programme. 
lawrence sees this as an opportunity to acquire cross-
functional knowledge and experience as well as to 
better his communication skills. He emphasises the value 
of understanding the emotions of others when he says, 
”the customers don’t care how much you know, until 
they know how much you care.”

 Indeed, the positive thinker has always believed in 
being pro-active and making his intentions known. every 
knot gets untangled no matter how complicated it might 
appear initially.

 as a case in point, lawrence has been working 
hard on the in-depth analysis of customer satisfaction 
survey data trends. From his findings, he has to create, 
recommend and implement appropriate action plans. 
moreover, he is responsible for the classification of his 
company’s clients. Optimistically, he reveals, ”at this 
point in time, through effective time management, the 
entire process is taking shape and I am beginning to see 
the fruits of our work.”

 there is little doubt that lawrence’s diligence has 
paid off. to date, he has passed all five admission 
tests (for entry to the two-week module training in 
copenhagen), handed in three home assignments and 
passed his company-sponsored spanish class test, all on 
top of his daily work. 

 a highlight of the m.I.s.e. programme which 
lawrence looks forward to, is his regular two-week 
stints in copenhagen where he will attend full-time 
lectures and sit for exams with some �50 trainees from 
�5 countries. this is an opportunity to build a network of 
contacts across cultural and geographical boundaries. 

 If his plans were to fall perfectly into place, after 
his graduation from the m.I.s.e. programme, lawrence 
hopes to be posted to china for his first overseas 
assignment where he has set his sights on carving his 
niche in sales. 

 there is no doubt that lawrence is ready to tackle 
every challenge that might arise. after all, his passion 
will help him hold the fort when challenges come a-
knocking. He has fire and fervour for what he does, and 
finds satisfaction in what he has done. to him, ”fulfillment 
is knowing that I have created an impact, no matter 
how big or small it may be. I feel fulfilled simply because I 
have made a difference.”

The Maersk International 
Shipping Education 
(M.I.S.E.) is a rigorous 
two-year graduate 
programme that develops 
and prepares the trainee 
for an international career 
within the Maersk group 
of companies. M.I.S.E. 
trainees are expected 
to juggle their day job, 
assignments and self-study, 
while attending two-week 
lectures and exams bi-
annually in Copenhagen, 
Denmark where Maersk’s 
headquarters is located. 

Every year, over 85,000 
applications are 
received worldwide for 
this programme and 
only around 0.005% are 
selected. This year in 
Singapore, the hQ of 
Southeast Asia, only 12 
made the cut. Lawrence 
Chan is one of those who 
has what it takes. 

NUS Class of 2007

settInG HIs sIGHts

lawrenCe Chan 
m.I.s .e. tRaInee
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a 
cHanGe 
In tHe

”I RealIsed tHat IF I’d 

staYed In academIa, 

FOcusInG On mY 

clImate cHanGe 

studIes, I wOuld OnlY 

Be lOOkInG at One 

PeRsPectIve OF tHe 

clImate QuestIOn. tHe 

JOB swItcH wOuld Be 

a GReat OPPORtunItY 

tO Be PResented wItH 

a dIFFeRent POInt OF 

vIew and tO BROaden 

mY knOwledGe Base.”

afTer five yearS in aCademia as a geographer 
and climate research scientist, having studied at the 
prestigious universities of Oxford and cambridge, Petya 
Blumbach decided that it was time for a change. Initially, 
her heart was set on heading down the academic path, 
focusing on research and higher education, however, 
after careful deliberation; she weighed her options 
and made an about-turn, boldly plunging into the 
world of shipping.  

 In retrospect, the current Group assistant manager 
at amsbach marine (s) Pte ltd feels it was a good 
career change to make. ”I realised that if I’d stayed in 
academia, focusing on my climate change studies, I 
would only be looking at one perspective of the climate 
question. the job switch would be a great opportunity 
to be presented with a different point of view and 
to broaden my knowledge base.” although Petya 
understands that maritime activities create greenhouse 
emissions, she also concurs that it is a vital component 
of the world economy. Her wish is to see ”greener” 
practices being adopted, while staying economically 
viable in the long run. the possibilities range from 
building more energy efficient vessels, to seeing the use 
of alternative fuel sources, to tighter legislation to protect 
the marine environment. 

 the career change turned out to be a wise decision. 
many who have touched base with Petya on a 
professional level attest to her outstanding sales and 
marketing prowess. and why not? this is a remarkable 
lady whose scope of work has covered many aspects of 
the business. 

 we’re talking about a business with affiliations that 
cover the southeast asian region, notably singapore, 
malaysia, Indonesia and Papua new Guinea. adding 
to that, it’s a company that has collaborated with 
international leaders in marine and logistical projects.

 It goes without saying that the faint-hearted need 
not apply for a job that involves a myriad of challenges 
ranging from the sale and purchase of new and second-
hand vessels, to spotting short term and long term 
chartering opportunities, to managing turnkey logistic 
and consultancy projects. 

 ”I’ve elevated amsbach marine’s recognition on 
the international market, re-branded the company’s 
image, improved our internal data management and HR 
systems, widened our clientele base and expanded our 
consultancy business,” Petya says, when asked about her 
work achievements.

 make no mistake, Petya’s achievements did not 
come easy, and she has prevailed over numerous 
high-action and adrenaline-pumping incidents. One 
of which was the episode when she managed to put 
a mexican aHts (anchor Handling tug supply) vessel 
on sub-charter to Russian clients working in vietnam, 
whilst the vessel was lying idle due to a delay during its 
on-hire status in Indonesia. By her own admission, it was 
a stressful experience as there must have been about �0 
parties involved! through perseverance and hard work, 
Petya and her team managed to find a solution that was 
favourable to one and all.

 through all her career challenges, she has remained 
affable. this character trait has served her well, even in 
her present professional capacity. the shipping industry, 
in her own words, is ”all about meeting people face-
to-face, shaking hands, engaging and interacting with 
them on a personal level”. 

 what makes Petya special is not just her high energy 
level, her acute business acumen, or how she straddles 
business management and clientele service with equal 
authority. Rather, it is her warm relationship with each 
individual that she comes across. she touches them with 
her wisdom and zeal, adding her own personal legacy to 
amsbach marine and inspiring them to trust in the name 
that was first started in singapore in the �970s. 

  what you will remember about Petya long after 
meeting her in person, is not just her work commitment 
and motivation, but her willpower to make changes in 
her life and enjoying the challenges that come along 
with them. 

PeTya blumbaCh 
GROuP ass Istant manaGeR
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I AM 
NOT A 
SAleSMAN!  
I’M A 
B_NK_R TR_D_R!

CrOSSwOrd
The crossword puzzle helps put the 
pieces together on bunker trading.

“whaT Kind Of Trader? whaT’S a bunKer?” that’s the response that steve 
Goh usually gets whenever someone asks what he does for a living.

 For many students from the institutions of higher learning, bunker 
trading is not the typical career choice simply because they do not even 
know it exists or what it entails. whilst studying for his diploma in marine 
engineering at singapore Polytechnic, steve likewise, could not ascertain 
that bunker trading was his calling. later, with a Bachelor of economics 
and Banking Finance from the university of western australia, steve took up 
the job offer at Bomin Bunker Oil Pte ltd. Fast forward to today, he has since 
realised just how demanding yet rewarding bunker trading can be. 

 For steve, it is the marketing aspect that draws him to the job, even 
if it means having to be available ��/7. steve stands by his principle that 
”trustworthiness will lead to clients’ goodwill”. that explains why he has 
been prudent in building up his reputation as a reliable bunker trader. In so 
doing, his clients will continue to call upon him based on the good work he 
has done.

 Other than great interpersonal skills, steve believes that a bunker 
trader should also possess the strong desire to learn. while it is good to 
have a maritime academic background, your ability to learn on the job 
is imperative. steve explains, ”a tertiary education may have taught you 
the technical terms, but no paper qualifications can prepare you to be 
observant and responsive to real-life situations. vessels ply anywhere and 
everywhere, so anything and everything can happen! learn to deal with 
different scenarios that call for quick thinking and action.”

 to illustrate the importance of being a problem-solver, steve shares 
the incident whereby he was called upon to assist a client who had a 
vessel that encountered problems in the open seas and needed bunkers 
urgently. aware of the severity of the situation, steve wasted no time in 
recommending a port that his clients could re-route the vessel to, and 
made expeditious arrangements for the required bunkers.

 today, the self-professed ”observant, responsive and never 
procrastinating” steve cannot see himself doing anything else other than 
passionately pursuing a fast-paced career as a bunker trader. with all that 
buzz and excitement that he has described, it is easy to understand why.

BunkeR tRadeR, tHat Is.

STeve gOh
BunkeR tRadeR

aCrOSS

a bunker Trader…

a1 may be put in charge of a fleet of 
ships or                      which are used 
to transport oil in bulk. 

a2 needs supplies such as fuels,    

                             and other related 
products and services for ships.

a3  sources for                              either 
through recommendations or cold 
calls, and attends to their needs. 

a4  works closely with                       to 
ensure customers receive the best 
prices and terms. 

a5  undergoes on-the-job                   to 
gain experience.

a6  trades bunkering goods and 
services in              dollars.

a7  ensures services and products meet 
the quality demands and   

                                    requirements in 
accordance with international 
business principles and standards. 

 dOwn

a bunker Trader…

d1                          by performing 
many duties concurrently, such 
as servicing the clients’ needs, 
monitoring the prices of oil on 
the global trading platform and 
keeping oneself updated with the 
global news.

d2                       with traders worldwide 
for mutual assistance or support, 
and to help with future business 
dealings. 

d3   monitors the oil and gas prices         

        between � to �.�0pm, when the  

        global                     platform starts

more on bunker Trading…

d4 a term derived from steamship days 
when the vessels had to lay to and 
fill their large bins with coal for fuel. 

d5  today’s modern ship engines use 
oil of various                            , pour 
points and limits of sulphur.

d6  the lading or freight of a ship that 
gets discharged at the terminals. 

d7  a small powerful boat designed for 
towing or pushing larger vessels, to 
expedite the bunker delivery.  

d8  cargo hoses are used to connect 
the                to the terminal 
pumping system.

d9  Pumping rates and amounts must 
be monitored closely to prevent                        

  and accidents.

maritime   �5
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uPOn yOur arrival, terence moo would throw the door wide open and 
warmly welcome you into his office. that is where you wouldn’t miss the fluid 
handwriting across the whiteboard, proclaiming the message ”the life which 
is unexamined is not worth living” which the vice President (marketing & 
corporate development) at Jurong Port subscribes to.

 the saying by Greek philosopher, Plato, has stayed on the whiteboard for 
the longest time, reminding him that he has to continually examine his own 
actions. He has always believed in being fair to all and remaining responsible 
for the manner in which he treats others. In his own words, ”at the end of day, 
I must have a clear conscience. this is why I examine what I have done and 
live with the consequences.”

 Indeed, true to his open door policy, his subordinates can freely walk 
in with their discussions. terence’s cheerful disposition puts them at ease, 
allowing them to open up to him about business and personal matters.

 terence’s motivation comes from the self-assurance that he can make a 
difference. as a case in point, Jurong Port did not have a container terminal 
five years ago, let alone a marketing division. undeterred, terence had to pull 
out all stops to help develop the business to where it is today.

 ”sure, we have detractors and competitors, but we survived,” terence 
reminisced. ”ultimately, it’s the tangible results that speak for themselves.”

 It all started when the civil engineer graduate first joined the singapore’s 
national shipping line, neptune Orient lines in the �990s. that was where he 
had the opportunity to learn the ropes of the shipping industry. after three 
years in the commercial department, he was posted to Germany as his 
company’s assistant representative for a four-year stint. He then moved on to 
Jurong Port, where he started off in the Business development department, 
and rose through the ranks, playing a part in developing the port’s business 
to its present-day magnitude.

 today, terence handles the entire port’s marketing, the business 
development for overseas initiatives and property and lease management. 
In addition, his duties cover customer service matters and handling the 
company’s corporate communications. 

 He describes his varied roles as an array of different challenges and 
opportunities. ”marketing requires me to set firm targets like revenue and 
soft targets like clientele relationships. as for lease matters, I help to secure 
customers and resolve any possible issues they may have, as they are in 
with us for the long haul. whereas in terms of the media aspect, my position 
enables me to increase the profile and recognition for the company.”

 In the same manner, terence recommends that potential maritime 
industry employees should avail themselves to all opportunities. For him, the 
key is to build on the work experience and diversify within the industry, as he 
has successfully done. 

 ”Be thankful for every opportunity to learn about the industry. You can 
leverage on your acquired knowledge and apply it to numerous job scopes; 
for example, one could switch from shipping to port operations, or marine to 
logistics. the idea is to learn different facets of the business and understand 
how the industry links up.”

 By the same measure, terence advocates that being small doesn’t 
necessarily mean being outclassed. ”Our size has worked to our advantage 
as it allows us to be nimble and responsive to our customers’ needs and 
they are very appreciative of our attention.” there is also no lack of career 
opportunities for those interested in joining their team. Jurong Port now offers 
a �-year management trainee program for the outstanding few who want to 
make a difference in the maritime industry.   

 could this be your Port of call?

�6   maritime TerenCe mOO
vP, maRketInG & cORPORate develOPment
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iT TOOK daniel Phay JuST One year to be promoted 
from an Operations executive to an assistant manager 
at Psa corporation ltd. that is quite a feat, bearing 
testament to his dedication and hard work. It helps 
that he has been consistently results-oriented, with an 
excellent track record. 

 daniel graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in 
electrical engineering (�nd upper Honours) from 
nanyang technological university and joined Psa’s 
Operations management training scheme. 

 It is mind-boggling that over �00 shipping lines 
operate from Psa’s container terminals at tanjong Pagar, 
Brani, keppel and Pasir Panjang, offering connections to 
600 ports in ��� countries. every day, some 70,000 teus 
(twenty-foot equivalent units) are handled at Psa. Being 
the ground manager in charge of moving high volumes 
within a limited time, it is no wonder then that daniel 
professes to be very time-conscious and wholeheartedly 
subscribes to the adage that ”time is of the essence”.  

 In fact, it is this sense of urgency on the part of every 
member of the team, including daniel, which has helped 
Psa move some �� million teus in �006.   

NTU Class of 2006

��   maritime daniel Phay
ass Istant manaGeR

Time to Pick up Essential Skills

as Operations executives are leaders who work with people and 
collaborate with different teams, they should also cultivate some 
essential skills. daniel shares these skills below: 

1. Creativity  
Our business is very dynamic. although operational sequences may 
have been pre-planned, we need to consider the ground situation when 
executing the plans. For instance, if activity is heavy at the wharfside, I 
will look into creative re-deployment of cranes and personnel to achieve 
a better ship turnaround! 

2. interpersonal Skills  
In operations management, I have to work closely with the different 
teams managing specialised facets of Operations such as logistics, ship 
planning, yard planning and engineering. so I focus on developing my 
interpersonal skills to interact well to ensure the best results.  

3. motivational Skills 
I take a more pro-active role by encouraging my team to give their 
best at work. I motivate the people whom I supervise by treating them 
the same way I wish to be treated: as valued professionals. It is about 
treating all with respect, dignity, and fairness.

 arriving before the start of his shift at 7.�0 am, daniel 
takes stock of the day’s targets and plans ahead to 
achieve them. In the next �� hours, he will make front line 
decisions, set the direction for the team, prioritise tasks, 
and optimise manpower and equipment resources for 
ship operations. He communicates with on-site officers 
through his walkie-talkie as they act as his eyes and ears 
to ensure that operations are carried out without a hitch. 

 close-circuit televisions (cctvs) enable daniel to 
monitor port operations from the control centre. with 
state-of-the-art computer systems, he can effectively 
access real-time information enabling him to monitor the 
progress of ships’ operations. 

 He explains, ”the control room is like a nerve centre 
linking the various departments. working closely together 
with the logistics, stowage planning, yard planning and 
engineering teams, we provide an integrated solution to 
our customers with quick turnaround times.”

 sailing according to schedule is extremely critical 
for ships. For example, it is critical for ships sailing 
onward through the suez canal to arrive punctually 
at the appointed time to join the convoy through the 
canal (available twice daily only). ”when ships are off 
schedule, they will encounter problems further on in their 
journey. we do our best to help them arrive as scheduled 
in the next port and this is valued by our customers,” 
daniel explains. 

 at 7:�0pm, daniel would usually wrap up his duties, 
ready to hand over to his night shift counterpart. the 
hours may seem long but he works only three or four days 
in a week, depending on his roster.

 ”shift duty can be a boon to your personal schedule 
if you can organise long blocks of free personal time,” 
daniel discloses. ”more importantly, it feels good to 
know that you’re in control of your work and life, and can 
manage your time well!”

ahead Of Time
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